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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose to use multiple precoder code-

books for MIMO systems with limited feedback of precoder
and bit loading. One precoder codebook is designed for each
bit loading vector in the bit loading codebook as bit load-
ing contains information on the importance of individual sub-
channels. For each precoder codebook, we incorporate the
associated bit loading in codebook design to minimize trans-
mission power based on sequential vector quantization. There
is no need of informing the transmitter which precoder code-
book has been used as the information is conveyed by the bit
loading feedback. Due to the exploitation of bit loading in-
formation, the proposed multi-codebook scheme outperforms
the single-codebook scheme significantly as will be demon-
strated by simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been considerable interest in multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) systems with limited feedback [1]-[3].
It has been demonstrated that the system performance can
be improved significantly with limited amount of feedback.
Commonly adopted types of feedback information are pre-
coder, bit loading, power loading or a combination of these
three. The feedback of precoder information has been the
most studied [1]-[3]. Codebook designs for unitary precoders
using Grassmannian subspace packing are developed in [1]
for a number of criteria. A randomly generated codebook is
proposed in [2]. In the multimode scheme [3], the number of
substreams transmitted can vary with the channel and bits are
loaded uniformly.

There has also been research on the feedback of both bit
loading and precoder [4]-[5]. A number of optimal MIMO
transceivers with decision feedback and bit loading are given
in [4]. Bit loading is incorporated in the multimode scheme
to further improve the performance in [5], and both precoder
and bit loading are fed back. The feedback of precoder and
power loading are considered in [6]-[7]. In [6], the codebooks
of power loading are designed separately for each mode. Two
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efficient methods are developed in [7] for parameterizing uni-
tary precoders. It is shown therein that the feedback of power
loading provides only slight improvement. Quantization of
bit loading is proposed in [8] to reduce the feedback rate.

In this paper, we consider the quantization of precoder
for MIMO systems with limited feedback of both precoder
and bit loading. As bit loading carries information on the im-
portance of individual subchannels, we propose to use multi-
ple precoder codebooks, each tailored to a bit loading code-
word in the bit loading codebook. For each bit loading code-
word, we design the associated precoder codebook to min-
imize transmission power based on sequential vector quan-
tization (SVQ). The multi-codebook approach has an edge
over one-codebook scheme as it better exploits the bit load-
ing information. There is no need of informing the transmit-
ter which codebook has been used as the transmitter can ob-
tain the information from the feedback of bit loading. The
use of bit-loading dependent codebooks incurs only a small
cost of extra codebook storage for the precoder. We demon-
strate through simulation examples that the proposed feed-
back scheme can achieve a very good performance.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a MIMO communication system with Mt trans-
mit antennas and Mr receive antennas as shown in Fig. 1.
The channel is modeled by an Mr ⇥ Mt matrix H whose
entries are independent and identically distributed circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and unit variance. The Mr ⇥ 1 channel noise vector
n is additive white Gaussian with zero mean and variance
N0. The precoder F is an Mt ⇥ M matrix with orthonor-
mal columns, where M = min(Mr,Mt). The input vector
s consists of symbols s0, s1, . . . , sM�1 that are uncorre-
lated, and zero mean. Let the number of bits loaded on sk

be bk, then the number of bits transmitted per channel use is
Rb =

PM�1
k=0 bk. The total transmission power E[x†x] is Pt,

where x = Fs is the transmitter output vector. The channel
output r is given by r = HFs + n. The error vector at the
output of the M ⇥ Mr receive matrix G is e = Gr � s,
where G is zero-forcing, given by G = (F†H†HF)�1F†H†

[9]. The autocorrelation matrix of the error vector E[ee†] is
Re = N0(F

†H†HF)�1 [9]. Let the eigen decomposition of
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Fig. 1. A MIMO system with Mt transmit antennas and Mr

receive antennas.

H†H be V⇤V† where V is an Mt ⇥Mt unitary matrix and
⇤ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of H†H in
non-increasing order, i.e., �0 � �1 � . . . � �M�1. For a
number of design criteria, e.g. minimization of transmission
power [1][4][7], the optimal unitary precoder has been found
to be F = VM , where VM is the Mt⇥M matrix obtained by
keeping the first M columns of V. With the above precoder,
the kth error variance is given by

�

2
ek = [Re]kk = N0�

�1
k .

As {�k} is in non-increasing order, {�2
ek} is in nonde-

creasing order. Thus the optimal bit loading vector b =⇥
b0 b1 · · · bM�1

⇤
that minimizes the transmission power

is in non-increasing order [4]. When only i substreams are
transmitted, only the first i entries of b are nonzero. At the
receiver, the bit loading vector b and precoder matrix F are
chosen from their respective codebooks and the indexes are
sent back to the transmitter. Suppose Bb and Bf bits are used
to represent b and F, respectively. The total feedback rate is
B = Bb + Bf . The bit loading codebook can be designed
using the generalized Lloyd algorithm [10] as in [8]. In the
next section, we show how bit loading can be incorporated in
the design of precoder codebooks.

3. DESIGN OF MULTIPLE PRECODER
CODEBOOKS

When both precoder and bit loading are fed back to the trans-
mitter, we can take advantage of the bit loading information
to design the feedback of precoder. To do this, we use 2

Bb

precoder codebooks, one codebook tailored to one bit loading
vector. There is no need of informing the transmitter which
codebook has been used due to the feedback of bit loading
and each precoder codebook has 2Bf codewords. For the in-
corporation of bit loading in precoder codebook design, we
find sequential vector quantization [7] particularly useful. For
a given bit loading vector, we show in the following how to
design the associated precoder codebook to minimize the av-
erage transmission power assuming a large feedback rate.

In SVQ [7], the ideal precoder VM is decomposed to a set
of unit-norm vectors q0, . . . , qM�1, where qj is (Mt�j)⇥1.
Let vj be the jth column of VM . The vectors {qj} and {vj}

are related in an iterative manner: v0 = q0, and

W†(qj�1) · · ·W†(q0)vj =


0
qj

�
, 1  j  M � 1. (1)

where W(qj) =


Ij 0
0 C(qj)

�
and C(qj) is an (Mt � j) ⇥

(Mt�j) unitary matrix such that q†
jC(qj) =

⇥
1 0 . . . 0

⇤
.

The matrix C(qj) can be obtained in a deterministic ap-
proach, e.g., Gram-Schmidt process. Suppose qj is quantized
to ˆqj . Let ˆvj be the quantized version of vj obtained from
ˆq0, ˆq1, · · · , ˆqj using (1).

To measure the average transmission power, note that the
total transmission power for a given symbol error rate (SER)
can be expressed as

Pt = �

M�1X

k=0

(2

bk � 1)�

2
ek ,

where � =

1
3Q

�1
(

SER
4 )

2 and Q(y) =

1p
2⇡

R1
y e

�t2/2
dt,

y � 0 [4]. It is shown in [11] that �̂2
ej ⇡ N0�

�1
j |v†

j ˆvj |�2

when Bf is large. Using this approximation, the required total
transmission power for a quantized precoder is given by

Pt ⇡ �N0

M�1X

j=0

(2

bj � 1)�

�1
j |v†

j ˆvj |�2
.

Thus the transmission power averaged over the random chan-
nel is

Pt = E[Pt] ⇡ �N0

M�1X

j=0

(2

bj � 1)E[�

�1
j ]E[|v†

j ˆvj |�2
]. (2)

In (2) we have used the property that the singular values and
singular vectors of a matrix with independent and identically
distributed Gaussian random variables are independent [12].
We show in the appendix that

v†
j ˆvj ⇡ q†

jˆqj , for 0  j  M � 1 (3)

when the feedback rate Bf is sufficiently large. With this
approximation, Pt becomes

Pt ⇡ �N0

M�1X

j=0

(2

bj � 1)E[�

�1
j ]E[|q†

jˆqj |�2
]. (4)

We can compute E[�

�1
j ] numerically using the probability

density function of �j given in [13]. Given a bit loading
vector b in the bit loading codebook, we allocate Bf bits
among {qj} to minimize Pt. Suppose Bf (j) bits are used
for quantizing qj , then

PM�1
j=0 Bf (j) = Bf . Thus we have

2

Bb precoder codebooks and each is a concatenation of sub-
codebooks. (For clarity we call the codebooks for quantiz-
ing qj subcodebooks.) It has been shown in [14] that the
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probability density function of |q†
jˆqj | can be approximated as

f|q†
j q̂j |2(x) ⇡ 2

Bf (j)
(Mt�j�1)(1�x)

Mt�j�2
1[1�✏j ,1)(x),

where 0 < x < 1, ✏j = 2

�Bf (j)/(Mt�j�1) and 1I(x) is the
indicator function, which is equal to 1 if x in the interval I
and zero otherwise. With the pdf approximation, we can ver-
ify that the average transmission power Pt is

Pt ⇡ �N0

M�1X

j=0

(2bj � 1)E[��1
j ]

✓
2Bf (j)(Mt � j � 1)

Mt�j�1X

`=2

✓
2

�(Mt�j�`)
Mt�j�1 Bf (j)

`�Mt + j

◆
� ln

✓
1� 2

�Bf (j)

Mt�j�1

◆�◆
. (5)

The optimal rate allocation Bf (0), Bf (1),. . . , Bf (M � 1)

that minimizes Pt can be obtained by using an exhaustive
search of all possible nonnegative integers Bf (j) that add
up to Bf . The number of searches required is (M + Bf �
1)!/((M�1)!Bf !), which is a small number for practical val-
ues of Bf and M . Having decided the rate allocation among
qj , the subcodebook for quantizing qj can be designed us-
ing the generalized Lloyd algorithm as in [14]. For every
bit loading codeword in the bit loading codebook, we can de-
sign the corresponding precoder codebook using the above
method. Although we have designed the rate allocation as-
suming a large feedback rate, the result is useful for practical
values of Bf as we see in simulation examples.

4. SIMULATIONS

In the following examples, the elements of the channel matrix
H are independent complex Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and unit variance, Mr = Mt = 4, Bf = 5, Bb = 3

and the the number of feedback bits B = Bf + Bb is 8. We
have used 10

5 training channels in the design of codebooks
for bit loading and precoder. The bit loading codebook is
designed using the generalized Lloyd algorithm as in [8] and
2

Bb bit-loading dependent precoder codebooks are designed
using the method in Sec. 3. For BER simulations, 105 channel
realizations are used. The power is equally divided among
all symbols carrying nonzero bits. The receiver is linear and
zero-forcing.

Example 1. In Fig. 2, we compare the multi-codebook
and one-codebook schemes of precoder codebook designs.
We have shown the results for two different transmission rate,
Rb = 12 and Rb = 18. In the one-codebook case, we
compute a fixed rate allocation for {qj} using (5), assum-
ing uniform bit loading. For the multi-codebook scheme, the
receiver does not need to inform the transmitter the codebook
used as the transmitter can obtain the information from bit
loading. The gain of using multiple precoder codebooks at
BER= 10

�4 is around 2.5 dB for Rb = 12 and 1.9 dB for
Rb = 18. The one-codebook scheme does not perform as
well as the mult-codebook case because bits are allocated to
{qj} in a fixed manner even if some symbols are not loaded

with bits and the codebook is designed independent of the bit
loading used.
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Fig. 2. Example 1. Multiple v.s. one precoder codebooks.
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Fig. 3. Example 2. BER comparison for B = 8 and Rb = 16.

Example 2. In this example we show the BER of the pro-
posed method and other limited feedback systems for B = 8

and Rb = 16. In [7], the precoder is quantized using SVQ
and uniform bit loading is used. In the multimode (MM) pre-
coding system [3], the constellation on all substreams are the
same, but the number of substreams transmitted can vary with
the channel. The modified multimode precoding in [5] im-
proves the performance of MM in [3] by introducing addi-
tional feedback of nonuniform bit loading. In [8] the receiver
feeds back only bit loading and the precoder is allocated zero
feedback bit. The results are shown in Fig. 3. At BER=10�4,
the gap between the proposed system and other systems is
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1.8 dB. Due to the incorporation of bit loading in precoder
codebook design, the proposed system can achieve a better
performance.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the use of multiple precoder
codebooks for MIMO systems with limited feedback of pre-
coder and bit loading. We proposed to design the precoder
codebooks according to the bit loading used because bit
loading carries information on the importance of individual
subchannels. The use of multi-codebook design yields sig-
nificant gain over the one-codebook design. There is no need
of informing the transmitter which codebook has been used
because of bit loading feedback. The use of multiple bit-
loading dependent precoder codebooks leads to a very good
performance compared to systems that design the feedback
of bit loading and precoder separately.

Appendix: Proof of (3)
Using (1), the jth column of the quantized precoder bVM

can be obtained from quantized ˆq0, . . . , ˆqM�1 as

ˆv0 =

ˆq0,

ˆvj = W(

ˆq0) · · ·W(

ˆqj�1)


0
ˆqj

�
, 1  j  M � 1. (6)

Using (1) and (6), we have v†
0ˆv0 = q†

0ˆq0 and

v†
j ˆvj =

h
0 q†

j

i
U†

j�1
bUj�1


0
ˆqj

�
, 1  j  M � 1, (7)

where
Uj�1 = W(q0) · · ·W(qj�1)

and
bUj�1 = W(

ˆq0) · · ·W(

ˆqj�1).

In the following, we show that v†
j ˆvj ⇡ q†

jˆqj when the feed-
back rate Bf is large.

Let us use Gram-Schmidt process to obtain fW(qj) from
qj and fW(

ˆqj) from ˆqj . Let A(qj) =
⇥
qj 11 . . . 1Mt�j�1

⇤

be an (Mt � j) ⇥ (Mt � j) matrix. We can obtain fW(qj)

and fW(

ˆqj) by applying the Gram-Schmidt process to A(qj)

and A(

ˆqj) respectively [15]. Let the kth column of fW(qj)

and fW(

ˆqj) be w
(j)
k and ˆw

(j)
k respectively. We have w

(j)
0 =

qj . Let t(j)k = 1k �
Pk�1

`=0 (1
†
kw

(j)
` )w

(j)
` . Then w

(j)
k =

t
(j)
k /kt(j)k k for 1  k  Mt� j� 1. In a similar way, we can

obtain ˆw
(j)
k from ˆq

(j)
k . When Bf is sufficiently large, we have

ˆqj ⇡ qj , i.e. ˆw
(j)
0 ⇡ w

(j)
0 . Then t

(j)
1 = 11 � (1†

1w
(j)
0 )w

(j)
0

and ˆt
(j)
1 = 11 � (1†

1 ˆw
(j)
0 )

ˆw
(j)
0 . Using ˆw

(j)
0 ⇡ w

(j)
0 , we

have t
(j)
1 ⇡ ˆt

(j)
1 and kt(j)1 k ⇡ kˆt(j)1 k. It follows that

ˆw
(j)
1 ⇡ w

(j)
1 . With a similar approach, we get ˆw

(j)
k ⇡ w

(j)
k

for 2  k  Mt � j � 1. Hence we have fW(qj) ⇡ fW(

ˆqj)

and W(qj) ⇡ W(

ˆqj). Defining �j = W(

ˆqj) � W(qj),
we can write

W(

ˆqj) = W(qj) +�j , j = 0, 1, . . . , M � 1, (8)

where the entries of �j are small. Using (8), the matrix
U†

j�1
bUj�1 can be expressed as

U†
j�1

bUj�1 = IMt +⌦
(j�1)
j�1 +⌦

(j�1)
j�2 + · · ·+⌦

(j�1)
0 , (9)

where ⌦
(j�1)
j�1 = W†

(qj�1)�j�1 and

⌦
(j�1)
k = W†

(qj�1) · · ·W†
(qk)�kW(

ˆqk+1) · · ·W(

ˆqj�1),

for 0  k  j � 2. Substituting (9) to (7), we get

v†
j ˆvj = q†

jˆqj +

j�1X

k=0

h
0 q†

j

i
⌦

(j�1)
k


0
ˆqj

�
. (10)

When the entries of �k are small, so are those of ⌦
(j�1)
k .

Thus we have v†
j ˆvj ⇡ q†

jˆqj for 1  j  M � 1.
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